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O.P. goes fishing, Glavin 
clams up 
" I am going to call for a 
Special General Meeting to 
implement impeachment pro-
ceedings against the pres-
ident and vice-president," 
said University transfer rep 
Marg Fartaczek who cited a 
number of constitutional vio-
lations as the impetus for her 
actions . 
by John McDonald 
Further inquiry into the 
$76,000 D.C.S .S. investment 
in the failed Northland bank 
has revealed apparent cons-
titutional violations with the 
original purchase of the term 
deposits as well as the 
D.C.S.S . executive response 
to the exposure of the affair. 
The $76,000 in term de-
posits were purchased in 
early June by Student Society 
president Michael Glavin who 
had assumed the position of 
acting treasurer, an assump-
tion not provided for in the 
constitution, and requiring 
senate approval . 
" From past experience, 
having served in councils of 
different kinds, when one 
executive member is either 
absent or if the position is not 
filled, the duties of that pos-
, ition come under the control 
of the president," Glavin 
stated. He could not explain 
the lack of a recorded motion 
ratifying the decision. 
As well, no motion could be 
found approving the purchase 
of the term deposits, a de-
cision that requires senate 
approval. 
Ex-secretary Ron Huml, 
who could recall the executive 
decision to purchase a 
$50,000 term deposit but not 
the subsequent $26,000 pur-
chase agreed that "in the 
sense that they are purchas-
ing a term deposit, technically 
they could be in breach of the 
constitution .'' 
But after Northland oper-
ations had been suspended on 
Sept . 2, the executive failed 
to mention that , plus the 
possible loss of $16,000 in any 
of the executive reports or the 
fall budget, all of which are 
required by the constitution to 
be given in detail. 
The $16,000 is the unin-
sured surplus of the $76,000 
in term deposits. 
Glavin claims that the affair 
was "virtually resolved" and 
an item of unimportance on 
an "extremely full" agenda, 
but ex-treasurer Cindy Davis 
Photo Brian sset 
Michael Glavin : facing impeachment? 
recalled that when the state of 
the Northland affairs became 
apparent, she was told "to be 
quiet" by the other execu-
tives . "It was something 
Mike was dealing with," said 
Davis. 
Then in response to the 
Other Press revelation of the 
affair the Student Society is-
sued a press release claiming 
that they had received a 
cheque for $60,000 from the 
C.D.I.C. 
But the release, which re-
quired Semite approval, was 
issued by what was called the 
"only existing executive at 
the time." 
However, when contacted 
Maple Ridge executive Mem-
ber-at-large Domonic 
Gugliotta had heard no men-
tion of the press release or 
the Northland bank. 
As well it was revealed that 
the claim of a $60,000 cheque 
being received was false. 
Under questioning it was re-
vealed that the cheque was 
actually for just over $26,000, 
an oversight Glavin blames on 
the Northland administration. 
But the cheque was re-
ceived in the D.C.S.S. office 
on the afternoon of the 24th, 
and the press release was 
issued on Sept. 25th. 
The D. C. S. S. has refused to 
comment on other possible 
constitutional violations and 
has a blanket order in place 
that requires all executives to 
be together when questioned 
by the Other Press. 
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The false alarm which dis-
rupted classes on Tues . Sept 
17 and twice this week should 
be a thing of the past. 
by Douglas Redecopp 
Tuesday' s alarm, which in-
terrupted classes for about 20 
minutes, along with several 
alarms this past week, ap-
pears to have been caused by 
a short circuit in the annunci-
ator . It is located outside the 
level one west entrance, and 
indicates at a glance where 
a fire is . A planter located 
above the annunciator has 
been blamed for the leak 
which after a rainstorm 
would cause water problems 
and condensation inside the 
delicate electronics . 
Annunciators located out-
side have caused similar 
problems in other local build-
ings built in the past five 
years , among them New 
Westminister's new court-
house. An outside location 
was required by the New 
Westminister fire depart-
ment. 
The planter has been 
removed and building man-
agement were taking steps to 
seal the annunciator . 
It appears that if there 
had been a fire, the Other 
Press offices would have been 
among the first victims, 
based on the condition of 
the college's fire extinguish-
ers . Examining the extin-
guisher near the Other Press 
office on Sept 17 this rP-
porter noticed: 
1. The extinguisher was last 
inspected two years ago in 
" Sept 83" . The instructions 
on the extinguisher read as 
follows : "Maintenance:Exam-
ine extinguisher carefully 
every 12 months, to ensure 
it is operable . If pressure 
is below operable or contents 
are low, recharge ... '' 
2. The pressure indicated 
by the gauge was 50-60 psi ., 
about 50 per cent of the 
90-110 psi. recommended. 
3. Th~ extinguisher was a 
type "A" water extinguisher 
only good on "A" fires--
wood and paper . 
4. The extinguisher disap-
peared about 3 days later . 
5 . The extinguisher was 
missing for about a week. 
6. The extinguisher reappear-
ed two days ago-- however, 
it was fully charged. 
7. The extinguisher is still 
only only a type " A", which 
is no good against type"B"--
flammable liquids and grease 
and type "C" -- electrical 
equipment fires-- so no short 
circuits or plastics, please. 
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Black I )eath on campus 
ottawa [CUP] - College and 
university students are risk-
ing brain hemorrhages and 
heart failure during exam 
time by gobbling a stimulant 
which is easy to buy on the 
street or over the counter in 
drug stores. 
Phenylpropanolamine or 
PPA is one of several chemi-
cals found in Black Beauties, 
and is also used in Contac C, 
Corlcidin, Sinutab and other 
decongestants. The drug 
shrinks blood vessels in the 
nose an~lsewhere, eliminat-
ing congestion and raising 
blood pressure. 
Dr. Bryan Young, a neuro-
logist at Victoria Hospital in 
London, Ont. thinks the drug 
and another, pseudo-ephe-
drine, are the cause of serious 
brain hemorrhages in four of 
his young patients in the past 
year. The patients included a 
high school ·· student and a 
university student. 
Young, also an assistant 
professor at the University of 
Western Ontario, said Black 
Beauties caused the problem 
in all four cases. But Young is 
worried university students 
· taking large doses of cold 
medicines to stay awake could 
also have problems. London 
pharmacists say cold remedy 
sales skyrocket at exam time. 
The drug is especially dan-
gerous in quick release forms 
of the medicine and tablets, 
which the blood stream ab-
sorbs much more quickly then 
the capsules, Young said. 
In a recent U.S. experi-
ment, 50 healthy medical stu-
dents each took SOmg of PP A. 
Two develped dangerously 
high blood pressure and 
needed emergency medical 
medication. 
Antihistamines like 
Ornade, Ornex and Dimatab 
come in sustained release 
capsules. Others like Corici-
din are tablets containing 
25mg of PP A. Suggested 
maximum dosage is three a 
day. Sinuvit recommends 
taking one tablet every four 
hours. Each tablet contains 
25mg of PP A. ''The maxi-
mum you would be exposed to 
is about 150mg a day," said 
Jean Sattar, with public re-
lations at Health and Welfare 
Canada. 
"That drug is very avail-
able," Young said. "We've 
seen many more problems 
with this than with harder 
drugs because it's so avail-
able." 
Because the drug is not 
illegal, RCMP are unable to 
control it . "Kids know it's not 
illegal," said Corporal 
Douglas Wadstein of the 
London RCMP. "People walk 
arqund with a couple hundred 
(Black Beauties) in their 
pocket." 
Wasstein said the drug can 
only be stopped at the border. 
"It's not scheduled as a 
control drug - if a shipment 
comes in with a dosage that is 
not appropriate, the govern-
ment will seize it under fed-
eral food and drug laws," he 
said . 
Canadian dealers buy Black 
Beauties by the hundreds 
from U.S. mail order compan-
ies and smuggle them into 
Canada. They are easy to get 
on most university and col-
iege campuses at exam time. 
Robert Armstrong, assis-
tant director of non-prescrip-
tion drugs at Health and 
Welfare Canada in Ottawa, is 
not overly worried about PPA 
abuse. "It's legally used in 
cold remedies," he said. 
"The instructions are there 
on the label," Armstrong 
said . "There's nothing else 
we can do if people are stupid 
enough to ignore them." 
He insisted, however, that 
PPA as found in Black Beaut-
ies is not legal. "It's a drug 
and you cannot market a drug 
unless you have a drug identi-
fication number, " Armstrong 
said. " We have not given it a 
number." 
Armstrong admitted the 
drug was dangerous. " I have 
seen a person shake for six 
hours after taking one cold 
tablet," he said. 
But he said the government 
discourages listing side ef-
fects of drugs on the labels, 
because they buy the drug to 
get the side effects . 
Armstrong said PPA was 
obviously dangerous to those 
with high blood pressure, but 
Young said he could not tell 
~hat ~aused certain people to 
have brain hemorrhages after 
usmg the drug . 
The RCMP in London has 
applied to its central office in 
Toronto for money to print 
500 copies of a Black Beauty 
and PPA warning poster. The 
force plans to distribute the 
posters for display in Ontario 
high schools . 
TUAT WAS SOI1E PARTY ••• 
Shingler resigns 
Montreal [CUP] - Another 
prominent member of the 
Canadian South Africa Society 
has resigned since the publi-
cation of comments made last 
month by society president 
James McAvity. 
McGill University professor 
John Shingler said in his 
letter of resignation that the 
comments made by 
McAvity "smack of racism" 
and have made the society ''a 
laughing stock". 
The Canadian South Africa 
Society, founded in 1979, is a 
lobby group supporting in-
vestment in South Africa. 
Most of its funding comes 
from the South Africa founda-
tion, an international organi-
zation based in Johannes-
burg . 
The foundation is funded 
mainly by South African corp-
orations. John Shingler, a 
director of the society since 
1980, teaches the only course 
on South Africa at McGill. His 
connections to the society 
were revea]ed by The McGiH 
Daily last year. 
In July, McAvity told the 
Montreal Gazette that the 
Canadian government was 
dealing incompetently with 
South Africa. He said there 
will be no surrender of power 
by whites in South Africa and 
that negotiations would not 
happen '' unti I they can get 
that black mob under con-
trol" . He also called Prime 
Minister Brian Mulroney a 
''pipsqueak''. 
Shingler's resignation fol-
lows those of Jeanne Sauve's 
husband, a former vice-presi-
dent of the society, and a 
Montreal Anglican Cannon. 
In his letter of resignation 
to McAvity, Shingler said: "I 
do not wish to be associated 
with any organization that 
because of the statements of 
one of its officers, smacks of 
racism and may, however 
inaccurately and unfairly, be 
portrayed as an agency of the 
National Party government of 
South Africa and a supporter-
of apartheid." Last year, the 
Daily also revealed that 
Shingler operated a consult-
ing firm out of Montreal 
called "John Shingler and 
Associates - Consultants on 
South Africa." That phone is 
now disconnected. 
The South African consul-
ate in Montreal, when asked 
for a good sou.-ce for infor-
·mation on investment/di-
vestment, names Shingler. 
Rina Carsen at the consul-
ate said he was "particularly 
well informed on the subject 
of disinvestment." 
The Canadian South 
African Society has about 300 
members, including profes-
sors and business executives. 
One society member in 
Ottawa, Leslie Barnes, told a 
reporter "I've resigned. I 
don'.t have to give you my 
reason.'' 
-U of T hits S.A. 
Toronto [CUP]- The Universi-
ty of Toronto's Governing 
Council is headed for a sec-
ond rou111d of heated debate 
over the school's hefty in-
vestment in companies that 
do business with South 
Africa. 
The council, the univer-
sity ' s top administrative 
body, is expected to again 
take up the contentious issue 
Sept. 10, shortly after a group 
of students concludes an 
Orientation Week petition 
campaign. The campaign will 
protest the $6 million U of T 
has invested in banks and 
corporations that deal with 
South Africa. In South Africa 
four million whites make the 
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laws and 24 million blacks 
can't vote. 
The U of T Divestmen1 
Committee is renewing it! 
efforts after presenting uni· 
versity president GeorgE 
Connell with a pro-divestmen1 
brief last November. 
"Faculty and students are 
upset about U of T's invest-
ment policies and pressure is 
mounting," said committee 
member Ava Szczurko. "The 
situation in South Africa is 
making it increasingly diffi-
cult for governing Council to 
treat the issue lightly." 
Council failed to reach a 
decision at a meeting in June, 
leaving money in the country 
for the time being . 
-
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Douglas College's Autonom 
Ad Lib 
Apartheid 
You don ' t need another editorial condemning the smug evil of that 
crumbling system . The true " Moral Majority", the vast majority of the 
citizens of the western world , can no longer support a concept which makes 
the Gulags and repression of the USSR look like a summer camp. 
But you know this . Why, then , are we telling you this again? 
Because we here at the Other Press have found ourselves in a moral 
dilemma. we· are under contract, until October 21st, to print adds for Miller 
Beer . Miller is brewed in Canada by Carling O' Keefe Breweries, which is 
ultimately owned by the Rembrandt Tobacco Corp. This South African giant 
is notorious for its gross exploitation of black workers , and its owners are 
prominent supporters of the Botha government . 
We do not want to print these ads . But we are under legal obligation . 
Therfore, we have taken a staff decision -to print the ads , until Oct. 21st, 
but to donate all proceeds to the Student Senate' s Famine Relief Week. It is 
only fitting that these funds , which can be traced back to the exploitation of 
South African blacks , should be returned to aid their suffering brothers. 
We also urge you to think seriously the next time you buy a beer or a pack 
of smokes . The following brands supply profits the their South African 
owners, and thereby support apartheid : Black Label , O' Keefe Ale, Old 
Vienna, Heidelberg, Carlsberg, Extra Old Stock, Jordon Wines, St. Michelle 
Wines , BEausejour wines; and Craven A, Sportsman, Dunhill , Number 7, 
Rothmans, and Peter Stuyvestant cigarettes . 
There are many fine Canadian Owned brands . We urge you to buy them 
instead . ' 
J .S.B. 
This page of The Other Press is resenJed solely for tbe purpose of 
corresp011dnce 111111 op;.W.. The views e~pressed 011 this page · do 110t 
11ecessarily reflect those of this •ewspaper, or tbe Dougllls College stude.t 
society or lldmhlistrlll'iml. 
All letters 1111d ophiW.s must be typed at 11 60 stroke lhle, triple sp~~eed 
a1111 bear the .ame 111111 teleph011e •umber of the writer for reiiSOfiS of 
veriftcatiOflatul vlllidity. The teleph011e ••mber will110t be prhlted 111111 the 
t~t~me may 11ot be prhlted if just cause is show.. Letters should be 110 more 
th1111 200 words;, le11gth atul ophliml pieces should be utulerlOOO words;. 
le11gth due to sp~~ee a1111111yout requireme11ts. 
We resenJe the right to edit 1111 letters atul ttpiflio11s for clarity atul libel. 
Letters 1111d opmio•s may be edited to size. 
Detldline for 1111 submissiofls is 4:00P.M. the Friday before productiDfl 
week. 
The ·other press 
Douglas College's Autonomous Student Newspaper 
Dave Stallard 
Business Manager............................................. jean joyce 
Production Coordinators ...... . ...... .. ..................... Donna Forbes 
......... . ........ .. .. . ................. jeremy Bloom 
Entertainment Coordinator .................................. Kirstin Shaw 
News Coordinator ............. . ..... . ................. ...... john McDonald 
Office Coordinator ............................................ Susie Graham 
Photography Coordinator .................................... Dave Watson 
Sports Coordinator ............................................. Cynthia Kilt 
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Graphics Coordinator ..................................... Doug Finnerty 
Contributors ........ ....... Paul Pilon, P. Mollusc, Neil Burnette, 
Sandra Glass, I.G. lyon, jackie Kist, Paul Ehni, Brian Pharez, 
Steve Gray and Colin. 
Once again it i~ a late night - on~ week late that is . How do we 
manage it? We don ' t . This week thanx should go to nobody but 
that i.sn ' t quite fqir - best supporting role for a r09kie goes to 'Paul 
fordhrs fabulous feature; gettrng pages done well and on time to 
La Y. K; timely re~ignatron awardS to Madoon~ and Mq.dave 
gQOd to have you back; Sweet Carolyn , for looking good ever\ 
whrtho1,1t IT)Q.keup; and for Johnny, a free trip to Chilliw~ck . Todays 
t ought : rt yot,J w~re stuck on a desert islq.nd with th~ previous 
mentioned rndivids , plus Remy, .Hiyacynthia Stallardave Suz 
Dougs #1 and #2, jane,.. and P. IVIOIIu~c, who 'would you want to 
have along with you : :::>igmund Fr~ud , Brian Mulroney Nelson 
Mandela, or Rambo? Most original answers win a tree berth on 
the great swamp pig massacre, q.nd Donna' s eternal gratitud~ . 
b 
An. <;o1,1test entries must be submitted bo the other press office 
y mrdnrght, September 31, 1985. 
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" special delivery" 
=Qther Correspondance=== 
=Glavin======= 
Responds 
Douglas College Student Society 
Association des Etudiants de Douglas 
College 
P.O. Box 2503, New Westminster, 
British Columbia, Canada, V3l 5Bi 
Business Telephone: 522-6038 [ 604] 
Wednesday, September 25, 1985 
This morning a " Special Edition" 
of the Other Press has been circulated 
to the students , in which the conduct 
of the Student Society Executive has 
been questioned . It was alleged that 
your Executive was keeping secrets 
from the Senate and the Student 
body. What you weren ' t told is that 
your President walked into the Other 
Press offices and gave them the entire 
story, as he felt it was appropriate 
that the students be informed . 
At issue is a total of $76,000.00 
which was invested with the North-
land Bank for consecutive thirty day 
terms at the most favorable rate of 
interest , which I, as Acting Treasur-
er, could secure at the time. Recently, 
the Northland Bank has been under-
going financial difficulties , and the 
status of our $76.000.00 investment 
was in some question . Since that 
time, we have received $60,000.00 of 
our original investment, leaving a 
balance owing to us of $16,000.00 . 
The Executive immediately took the 
necessary steps to determine the fate 
of the outstanding $16,000.00. We 
contacted the Northland Bank, who 
informed us that they were indeed 
still in operation , and that a Curator 
(Touche Ross & Co.) had been 
assigned by the Government of 
Canada to supervise the operations of 
Northland until such time as the bank 
is either restructured or a merge takes 
place with another bank. We were 
also informed that a committee of the 
Canadian Depositor' s Insurance Cor-
poration had been convened to exam-
ine cases such as ours, in which an 
outstanding amount was still owed by 
Northland to a depositor . 
We have also been in contact with 
Scott Palmer, of Yada, Thompkins & 
Co., accountants for the Student 
Society, and we were further encour-
aged by Mr . Palmer' s extremely 
optimistic prediction as to the fate of 
the $16,000.00. According to Mr . 
Palmer, there is no indication that we 
will not receive the balance of our 
investment. 
In fact , all communication between 
the Executive and those companies 
and agencies involved in the restor-
ation or possible dissolution of North-
land has been extremely encouraging. 
(cont. page 5) 
=More Other Correspondance= 
(cont. from page 4) 
We have received every indication 
that the remaining $16,000.00 will be 
returned to us in the very near future . 
In speaking with the CDIC, an agency 
of the Canadian Government, I was 
informed that the Government is 
expected to pass legislation which will 
ensure the immediate and total refund 
of all deposits, irrespective of the 
$60,000.00 insured limit. In view of 
these developments, the Executive 
was greatly rei ieved to know that a 
potential disaster had been averted . 
These events took place before the 
fall election of the Senate Representa-
tives and Secretarial positions . What 
would definitely have been an issue 
for the Senate and the entire Student 
body was virtually resolved before the 
time of the elections . As the Execu-
tive was, and has been for some time, 
fully confident that our funds are 
completely secure, the matter has 
become a part of the administrative 
function of the Student Society, hence 
the little coverage it has received. the 
matter was not considered to be of 
sufficient import to raise at the Senate 
meeting of Monday Sept. 23/ 85, in 
view of the great number of items 
requiring immediate Senate attention . 
As is evident by the type of 
coverage this matter has received in 
today' s " Special Edition" of the 
Other Press, it was apparent to me 
that clarification was in order. I hope 
that this has served to allay any 
unwarranted fears that the articles in 
the Other Press may have created 
with regard to the Northland Bank. 
They also, in their somewhat pre-
mature "Special Edition", ask you, as 
students , to think about what other 
issues the Executive will decide you 
" should remain blissfully ignorant 
about". 
As the Other Press is the only 
student run organ of communication 
in the college, it occurred to me that 
the students wi II be informed only of 
those matters which the Other Press 
deems important. For this reason the 
Student Society will circulate a bul-
letin of this nature periodically to 
keep you informed of what we, your 
Executive and Senate, believe you 
should be made aware of . We encour-
age your input and direction, and we 
welcome all students to attend the 
Senate meetings and receive the 
information first hand . 
Michael Glavin 
President 
protest;::====== 
the Swamp pig 
Massacre!!! 
Students, like anyone else, are 
individuals . But there is one issue 
that has passionately stirred the 
aware and concerned on campus - the 
proposed " Last Great Hunt" in 
Antarctica. 
Picture, if you will, a great beast 
8'6" at the shoulder. The build is 
similar to that of the spectacular 
plains bison, but considerably bulkier. 
A thick, oily, off-white wool covers the 
body except below the knees, where 
black hair descends down to the large, 
cloven hooves . There is a cute, curly 
tail at one end of the monster. At the 
other is the head . Consider the head 
of an average wart-hog, now enlarged 
5 to 6 times, and endowned with the 
fore-mentioned greasy wool, heavy 
black eye-lids (an adaptation to over-
come snowblindness), and menacing 
planks for incisors, jutting a full 7" 
below the whiskered snout and being 
4" wide. 
This is, of course, Megaporcus 
Australoslimus, the great Pleistocene 
Swamp Pig, long thought to be 
extinct. 
The creature feeds on snow algae, 
lichen, spiders and penguins, when it 
is able . Many zoologists and paleo-
entologists now feel it was the Swamp 
Pig that originally drove the penguin 
into the drink, as it were . Says Dr. 
Dale Russle, Canada's leading Paleo-
zoologist, "What the hell is a swamp 
pig?" Adds his assistant, "The Ty-
rannosaurus Rex was a real (sic) big, 
scary lizard! And he ripped guts open 
for lunch!" 
But the security guard disagreed 
with both, and theorized - "OK ... you 
boys got press passes? Real ones?" 
We can clearly see then that the 
Swamp pig, which survives in Ant-
arctiCa precisely because nothing else 
can, is a precious international bio-
logical artifact . 
But not for long. 
Bill Bennett, to celebrate Expo '86 
is flying the best hunters in the world 
to the Antarctic this January, during 
the summer breeding season of the 
Antartic Swamp Pig . The plan : for at 
least one hunter from every country to 
bag himself a prize pig, and have the 
heads mounted on plaques beneath 
the flag of the home country of the 
hunter . These are to be displayed in a 
pavillion being built on the Expo site 
even now for this purpose; a great 
hall, in the style of a Bavarian jaeger 
Haus, built with logs of aluminum and 
plexiglass. 
Biologists estimate the population 
-
of Megaporcus Australoslimus to be -
about 120. Any grade schooler can see 
what will happen - this "Last Great 
Hunt," that environmentalists call the 
"Swamp Pig Massacre," is going to 
cruelly destroy a whole noble, ancient 
species of animal. 
Way to go,Bill. 
Its wrong . It's sick . And we won't 
let it happen without a fight. End the 
Massacre! 
P. Mollusca 
=Qill-ding'====== 
the Uly 
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To The Other Press 
Dear [Ms./Mr.] Editor: 
Appreciated your special edition of 
the O.P. especially the report on the 
Northland bank episode. As a fee 
paying member of the Douglas Col-
lege Student Society I felt it was very 
important for the full story to be told . 
I am sure that Mr . Glavin and his 
executive felt that they were acting in 
the best interests of the students by 
not worrying them over a paltry sum 
like $16,000. The F.A.S .T. students 
campaigned on an open and demo-
cratic platform and assure that we will 
do our best to inform the students of 
all issues that affect them and their 
money . In the mean time keep up the 
good work. 
Sincerely 
Paul J. Gill 
member of 
For Active Students Today 
P.S. Layout looked good too. 
The Other Press would like 
to apologize to Larry Fairfoull 
for the incorrect spelling of 
his name in the last issue. 
--
The Other Press , .· , , 
rhe surgery_Qf_academic off.erings. 
Classes axed to cut costs 
Vancouver CUP - British 
Columbia's colleges and uni-
versities say they've found 
alternatives to what Simon 
Fraser University finance di-
rector calls the "surgery of 
academic offerings", but the 
price is steep. 
This summer at the Uni-
versity of British Columbia, 
twelve tenured professors 
were fired and scores of 
non-tenured e_rofessors were 
laid off when · USC eliminated 
their programs . 
The programs cut included 
Recreation, Education and 
Communications Media and 
Technology. 
Acting vice president a-
cademic Daniel Birch esti-
mates the university saved 
$6.5 million by reducing the 
payroll. Jim Banham, USC 
communications officer said 
the university has been en-
couraging faculty to retire 
early and imposed a hiring 
freeze to reduce the payroll 
for months. 
The university was allocat-
ed two per cent less funding 
this year and five per cent last 
year . 
"Students have felt the 
reduction in significant 
ways," said Banham. Tuition 
jumped 10 per cent this year 
and 33 per cent last to about 
$1200 a year. 
Banham said he couldn't 
estimate how many course 
sections have been cut be-
cause of the ''enormous com-
plications" involved. He 
added that the general trend 
has been to increase class 
sizes rather than cut sections. 
At Simon Fraser Univers-
ity, tuition jumped ten per 
cent for Canadian students 
and 200 per cent for foreign 
students . 
Last year SFU raised tuition 
27 per cent . 
Ernie Scott, director of 
finance at SFU said the uni-
versity is managing mainly 
because it now has a deficit of 
$1 .8 million . 
SFU has also cut the Centre 
Of Fine Arts by one third, a 
cut many students consider 
surgical. The cut saved SFU 
$400,000. The total grant re-
duction for SFU is $3.2 mil-
lion or five per cent of the 
total operating grant . 
SFU also took a hard line 
with staff and faculty salary 
negotiations . The Board of 
Governors imposed a salary 
freeze on faculty this year, 
and 17 full-time faculty lost 
their jobs. According to Scott, 
160 full-time faculty have 
been laid off since 1982. 
Support staff do not expect 
any gains although negoti-
ations have not concluded. 
University of Victoria plan-
ned its budget expecting a 
significant reduction in en-
rolment. When student fig-
ures remained constant, the 
Board of Governors post-
poned submitting a budget. 
The faculty president said 
that though a salary freeze is 
in the air, cost saving has 
- been through attrition of 
faculty . Many professors, in-
cluding Ernie Chang, the 
Dean of the new engineering 
program, have left UVic for 
more profitable jobs . Some of 
the positions have not been 
filled . During the summer 
eight faculty members ac-
cepted early retirement and 
none have been replaced . 
The colleges have been 
dealing with cutbacks for two 
years longer than the univers-
ities and have less autonomy 
when deciding where to cut 
costs . 
At Capilano College, Di-
rector of Planning Alan Smith 
said the grant has been 
steadily dropping since 1982 -
1983, and over $1 million has 
been lopped off in that time. 
"Out of a $12 million bud-
get, that's pretty significant," 
he said. 
Smith said the college will 
manage again this year with-
out reducing the number of 
sections offered, by increas-
ing the faculty workload. 
"That saved us $800,000," 
said Smith. 
As well class sizes went up 
and tuition rose 7.5 per cent. 
Last year tuition rose by 10 
per cent. 
The college also reduced 
library services. "Some-
thing's got to give," Smith 
said. "We could have banged 
up tuition 12 - 15 per cent but 
we didn't want to do that. We 
are trying not to ride the 
whole thing out on the backs 
of students .'' 
The colleges are tied to a 
funding formula based on 
how many full-time students 
are enrolled. If they cut sec-
tions or raise tuition too high, 
enrollment will drop and so 
will the grant. 
Cam Avery, communi-
cations director of Vancouver 
Community College said they 
have spread the reductions 
throughout the college. "We 
just keep squeezing," he 
said . 
The college has imposed 
various incidental fees like a 
$3 per credit materials fee 
and $1 per course activity fee. 
Tami Roberts, Student 
Society staff member said 
tuition has gone up 130 per 
cent for university transfer 
students in the last year at 
vee. 
·Roberts added that there 
has been a significant drop in 
offerings since 1983. 
Last year the faculty at the 
Langara campus of VCC took 
a pay cut to aviod layoffs. 
Students fight for Medicare 
Vancouver CUP - Foreign about it," Price said . ter Jim Nielsen extended carry people with pre-existing 
students and teaching assis- The court date has been set coverage until October 31 to conditions . 
tants on work visas in British for Sept. 19. Until this sum- give visa holders time to However, according to 
Columbia have asked the mer, visa students qualified arrange private coverage. Terry Moran, at the Health 
courts to force B.C.'s health for coverage after they had UBC student Schrezor's Ministry, coverage would be 
ministry to give them medical spent a year in B.C. using an wife is eight months preg- extended for Schrezor "until 
coverage. expensive private plan. Visa nant. Her baby may not be the termination of pregnancy 
The ministry announced students must have medical born until after Schrezor's and would cover check-ups 
Aug. 1 that the students and coverage before they can coverage expires but she and so forth" because of the 
T .A.s would no longer get register for university. After can't get private coverage difficulty of getting private 
medicare. the Aug. 1 cut, Health Minis- because private firms will not coverage. 
''We're arguing that this~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~~ 
new pol icy contravenes the 
Medical Services Act," said 
Lisa Price, organizer for 
the Association of University 
and College Employees, the 
union representing the teach-
ing assistants. 
The Medical Services Act 
says that medical coverage 
must be available to all resi-
dents of the province. It 
defines resident as anyone 
who has lived in the province 
for 12 months. "It doesn't 
mention citizenship at all," 
said Price. 
"To simply change the 
rules without amending the 
legislation we , think is · il-
legal," she said . 
Carlos Schrezor, a UBC 
visa student, said the 
government is being inconsis-
tent when it defines resi-
dency. He said he is consider-
ed a resident when he pays 
taxes but when he applies for 
medical coverage he is not a 
resident. 
Price added the policy may 
also contravene the Canada 
Health Act. In the act, pro-
vinces get transfer payments 
on condition that they extend 
medical coverage to all resi-
dents . 
"If the court agrees this 
policy is illegal under the 
Canada Health Act then there 
is nothing the province can do 
~ 
~ 
Come On Up to 
The Keg at the Station 
Mondny 
* Mon.day Night Football * 
• Big Screen 
• Special New York Steak Sandwich 
• Unmentionable, unedibles 
Tuesdny 
* Tuesday is for Students * 
• Specials on lunch, snacks, etc. 
• Evening - live entertainment 
800 COLUMBIA ST. 
NEW WESTMINSTER 
524-1381 
- team trivia 
See You There!! 
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Reviving toe socks, M 
by the Arts Staff of The Varsity 
reprinted by Canadian University 
Press 
The Yuppies got the Big Chill : 
Motown and Three Dog Night, activ-
ism and cheap drugs . Our generation, 
following the law of diminishing 
returns that characterizes the dying 
days of the 20th century, got toe socks 
and Peter Frampton. Waves of nostal-
gia for the fifties and sixties have 
been hyped in film and song . But the 
seventies? Not a word . Some may 
~ -
The Tube 
You're so busy working your calcu-
lator, exploring medieval architecture, 
and learning how to speak a language 
you'll never use that you don't have 
time to watch television anymore. 
Well, it doesn't matter, because Alex 
Trebek and Karen Valentine (the 
Kind and Queen of the Seventies) 
have vanished too. Billy Van's still 
around, but he doesn't seem to have, 
shall we say, the same youthful nerve 
he used to. 
Let' s not beat around the bush - I'll 
get right to the point, and state that 
the eighth decade of this century was 
probably the most scintillating ten 
years man has ever spent, being as 
how, right in the middle of them, 
Briget loves Bernie was invented . 
Network taboo-busting at its most 
daring, that was: interfaith passion, 
the heights of which were so glorious-
ly scaled by David Birney and his 
beauteous wife Meredith that they 
claim that the dark era between 
Richard Nixon and Sid Vicious was 
one vast, scary wasteland. The kind of 
thing you'd prefer to stay buried in 
the closet next to the Bay City Roller 
posters. 
We beg to differ . In the time-
honoured tradition of pop journalists 
everywhere, we' re telling you about a 
trend before you ' d ever heard of it: 
The Seventies Revival. Relive the 
glory days of seventh grade: grab a 
skateboard and a scratch n' sniff 
t-shirt, and check out the following , 
truly excellent stuff: 
were usually the favourites on Tattle-
tales, until that particular show 
bought the farm . They were, how-
ever, upstaged there by the debonair 
Burt Convy - but then, who wouldn't 
be. 
Game shows in the Seventies. 
Things of beauty, joys forever. Re-
member Battle of the Network Stars? 
And then there were the Canadian 
game shows. Let's turn our attention 
to the true unsung hereos of our 
national culture. Why you only had to 
win thirty rounds on What's the Good 
Word and they lavished upon you two 
whole Roger Whittaker albums! 
Either that, or enough Kentucky 
Fried Chicken to serve an entire Grey 
party! Headline Hunters and Eye Bet 
were even better, because there they 
gave you enough wall covering to 
decorate an entire rumpus room . Did 
they win anything on This is the Law? 
I think not; but paychecks and kind 
words from Austin Willis would be 
enough for anybody. 
I think the reason the police are 
getting such a bad deal these days is 
that they aren't well enough repre-
sented on TV anymore. Take Streets 
of San Francisco. If Michael Douglas 
said "Hey punk, drop that stolen 
merchandise!" I bet you would, even 
if it wasn 't stolen ... and I always wish 
the fuzz could be more like they were 
on S.W.A.T., especially the one who 
played witty young officer deLuca, 
who later turned up a designer-jeaned 
regular on Barnaby jones. Some 
people preferred Petrocelli or Toma, 
but I figured they were too intel-
lectual . Give me the sweat, muscle 
and surplus hair of Paul Michael 
Glaser or Robert Blake. But if you 
really want to talk about crime 
fighters, let's get into Parker 
Stevenson and Shaun Cassidy, the 
Hardy Brothers - lean, mean and 
utterly keen. 
I have reason to believe that 
somewhere in southern California, 
they've established the Church of 
David Cassidy, so named after 
Shaun's demigod of an older brother. 
This neither surprises nor infuriates 
me. In fact I can't really understand 
those· who express no interest in 
worshipping at the feet of the former 
Keith Partridge, the most masculine 
creature alive. I remember discover-
ing the meaning of the word cocaine 
when I watched him snort a few lines 
on the pilot episode of David Cassidy, 
Man Undercover, and now I'm an 
irreversible addict of the stuff. How I 
love him. 
Flicks 
The Seventies ... hold on days for 
the film industry... a time when 
Badness and Funkiness reigned joint-
ly ... a time when dudes were dudes 
and fine looking mamas were glad of 
it . Name me a director working today, 
just try, who can match the grace and 
power of, say, a Clint Eastwood 
(Breezy- probably the greates Ameri-
can film of all time) or a Nancy 
Walker (Can't stop the Music: 
warmth, strength, sensitivity and the 
Village People too!) Find me an 
actress as devastating talented and -
well, beautiful too - as sex leopard 
Linda Blair, who proved to us once 
and for all with Roller Boogie that she 
could rollerskate as well as puke pea 
soup! And let us not forget Sara T., 
Portrait of a Teenage Alcoholic, which 
led all the girls on this writer's block 
to grow their hair down to their knees 
and start pouring lemon gin on 
cornflakes . The more sadistic 
you may prefer the imprisoned 
(Born Innocent) or the 
Linda (Exorcist II - indubitably 
finest moment). 
But hmmm. Should we be so 
in designating Linda as Actress 
Decade? Aren't we forgetting 
colossal talents of that timeless 
gedienne, Miss Farrah F 
Majors, who favoured us with 
oughly excellent performances in 
delights as Sunburn and the 
tive Logan's Run? Perhaps you 
Donna Summer in Thank God 
Friday, Helen Reddy - as the Si 
Nun, of course- in Airport '75, 
even Raquel in Mother, jugs 
Speed ... but whatever your favou 
you've got to agree that the 
were a time of strong and pos 
roles for women. 
And men . Who among us 
forget the tender splendour of 
Leif Garrett in Skateboard, or 
Yul Brynner in Westworld? Adm 
you too dropped your popcorn in 
lap when Peter Frampton burst 
the screen in Sergeant 
Lonely Hearts Club Band; and 
Benson, godlike magical 
Benson, who proved with Walk 
that anyone can play a Hispa 
can gangleader if they really 
So much talent in only ten 
Richard Roundtree (Shaft), Joe 
Baker (Walking Tall), Scott Bai 
whose Skatetown U.S.A. was · 
ly European in its subtlety -
someone whose name escapes 
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Rings and David Cassidy 
the moment but who displayed an 
absolutely mind-boggling fabulous-
ness as the title character in Scream, 
Blacula, Scream . 
The best of the seventies? Oh, 
probably The Gumball Rally . But one 
must always keep in mind the searing 
poetics and social impact of Death 
Race 2000, and t he way in which The 
Fish That Saved Pittsburgh changed 
all of our lives forever . Convoy was 
not a work to be sneezed at, and Car 
necessitated the addition of at 
least twenty superlatives to our lan-
. Somewhere in all our hearts, 
ere' s a place"" for the Sensurround 
ilogy (Earthquake, Midway, and -
ginchiest of them all - Rollercoast-
, and for the altogether poignant 
the 
tte 
County line. And I would be 
if I were to leave out the 
ly passionate artistry which in-
Kung Fu Exorcist, my personal 
.-o,,,or-•=-nr·o for which cannot be ex-
in mere words . 
We may see the likes of Seventies 
lms again, and we may not . The 
have gone out of the sound-
business and are now designing 
· cs wear for men . Di no de 
rentis - well, his arteries are all 
ged; and the sequel to Freebie 
the Bean has been temporarily 
pending approval from God, 
ich doesn' t seem to be coming . 
Fashion 
Never before or since has there 
a decade where fashion hit the 
ighs as it did in the seventies . The 
sheer depth of style innovation may 
daunt the dedicated seventies reviva-
list, but a few pointers should make 
the search for your consummate look 
a little easier. Remember: this is the 
age of Elton John and Donna 
Summer. 
Start with the hair . For men, this is 
the age of the portable hair dryer, 
" the wethead-is-dead", and creepy 
little moustaches without beards. For 
the fair sex, Toni Tenille' s serf cut 
(try some palazzo pants to round out 
the look) is where it' s at . Alternative-
ly, the younger revivalists might try 
the Dorothy Hamil wedge or the 
poodle cut. (Don' t forget the Afro 
pick.) Top marks for cuts , however, 
have got to go to the Seventies icon 
herself, Farrah (and her shampoo) . 
The Farrah flip, especially with ac-
rompanying brassy highlights on dark 
brown hair, proved to be a fashion 
risk of phenomenal importance. Even 
today, legions of mint condition rep-
licas can be seen in various shopping 
malls throughout North America. 
Along with your terrific smelling 
haircut, you' ll need some genuine 
seventies shampoo ' n' stuff to ac-
company it. Check out bargain bins 
for anything that smells like fruit: 
green apples , lemon, avocados. Milk 
Plus Six is a sure winner, but for the 
really excellent look, Herbal Essence 
is one plus ultra of the seventies 
head . Finally, you foxy ladies will 
want some oversized plastic frame 
glasses with your initials in rhine-
stones, or the Jackie 0 look with 
sunglasses, a big floppy hat and a 
bored stare. 
Further down on your bithcin' bod, 
you dudes need only remember a few 
pointers . The casual look (and, hey, 
life was all pretty casual back when 
K .C. and the Sunshine Band were 
shaking their booties) can start with a 
Crazy David t-shirt. Try "I'm hers 
because she deserves the best'' or 
" keep on truckin' " or its variants . 
The glittery iron on decals are best . 
Also big on the seventies list are 
those long sleeved t-shirts with a 
tuxedo front drawn in, for more 
dressy occasions . 
As far as suits go, the three-piecer 
is where it' s at: try for the insouciant 
nothing-matches look. Lapels (need 
we mention) should be wide enough 
to attempt flight; equally exuberant 
shirt collars hang outside, and if the 
whole thing can ' t be in denim you'll 
have to settle for doubleknit. Don' t 
forget disco, the biggest cultural 
explosion of the century: include a 
gold chain or six and, hey, if your 
chest isn' t hairy, find a chest wig . 
Flares, with an ideal bottom width of 
34 inches and a cuff, are the only 
trousers to wear . Try Yonge Street for 
the indispensable Master Johns: if 
you can ' t afford the glitter-rock thigh-
high versions , something around mid-
calf will do. Finally, nearly any tie will 
do that took more than a yard and a 
half of material to construct . 
For you women (remember, this is 
the Post-Helen-Reddy era) seventies 
style is simple, but effective. His-
torians will note that this was the first 
era to completely abandon natural 
fibers in favour of the much more 
alluring synthetics : Ban-Lon rayon, 
valour, ultrasuede, and the queen of 
them all, Quiana. All in every color of 
the not-found-in-nature rainbow. 
Where to start? the mind boggles . 
Indispensable in any self-respecting 
seventies collection are hot pants, 
pajama pants, sweater coats and 
bell-bottomed pantsuits or gaucho 
pants . And if you ' re in a dressy mood, 
don ' t forget the peasant look (try 
adding a few trowels and some rubber 
boots) or the Cossack look (ditto the 
boots , and throw in a few broad-
swords). Butterfly tops and handker-
chief tops - in print crepe, or course -
are perfect for summer. Any dress 
that will spin around in the perfect 
circle your first skating costume did is 
appropriate, and certain to grab 
approving leers underneath the glitter 
ball. 
As far as accessories go, it' s only 
restating the obvious - to all but the 
most obtuse of revivalist - that the 
Mood Ring is the one thing you can't 
afford to be without. Try twisting it 
around seductively over a glass of 
Lonesome Charlie or Moody Blue- let 
him know where you' re at . Disco bags 
in gold glitter are good too, especially 
when they' re only large enough for a 
bottle of Babe or Charlie, some Love's 
Baby Soft eyeshawdow and a few 
subway tokens . 
In the shoe department, you've got 
a couple of choices : five-inch disco 
spikes with ankle straps; platform 
sandals; boots ~hat lace up like skates; 
vinyl anything. Don't forget the six-
ties unisex influence: North Star 
jogger shoes with platform soles and 
Pepsi-Cola logos on the side; big furry 
boots guaranteed to turn dirty yellow 
by the middle of November, and 
grebs with the laces undone and your 
flares hanging out . 
Music 
Trying to capture the quintessential 
music of an entire decade is a little 
like picking your favourite man-made 
wonder fabric for those 34-inch wide 
bellbottoms . However, when dealing 
with the 1970' s, this is not such a 
difficult problem as the musical high-
I 
\ 
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lights of the 'me decade' can, for the 
most part, be divided up into neat 
little lurex sections. 
Coming off a (supposedly) massive-
ly important decade like the 60's, 
most musicologists are quick to dis-
miss the 70' s as a complete musical 
vacuum which not only had nothing to 
offer of itself, but also swallowed up 
60' s greats like a giant black-hole_ 
Obviously these hack-historians 
have never delved into the near 
blissful pleasures of a Kiss solo LP or 
tasted the delights of the highly 
significant works of Janis lan . Who 
could forget the ecstacy one felt when 
the Bay City Rollers first spelled out 
S-A-T-U-R-D-A-Y Night, or the waves 
of mind numbing joy that one experi-
enced when anything by Tavares 
flooded the ariwaves _ 
Perhaps the starting point of this 
whole pop-wunderkind decade was 
the day Grand Funk released their 
Live LP . Clearly, without realizing it, 
the music industry was saying that 
the time to be groovy while loving 
your fellow man had ended and it was 
now time for the spaced out, jean-
jacked-dad, stadium concert goer to 
kick the collective ass . 
This butt-stompin ' mode was soon 
taken up by legions of musicians and 
fans alike, forming the basis for what 
Steppenwolf had inadvertently called 
Heavy MetaL Bands like Black 
Sabbath,Deep Purple, Black Oak 
Arkansas (whose lead singer Jim 
Dandy taught David Lee Roth every-
thing he knows) _ Tunes like " Fairies 
Wear Boots", "Smoke On the 
Water" and the entire Kiss repertoire 
fed the hungry appetites of scores of 
metal crunching maniacs. 
Meanwhile over The Coast, the 
muscial community were taking life at 
a slightly more geriatric pace. Heavily 
influenced by the likes of Ken Kesey 
and early Tom Wolfe (or at least their 
favourite drugs), California laidback 
not only formed the basis for some of 
the 70' s dyn-o-mite music, it was in 
itself a whole lifestyle. Although the 
Eagles and Fleetwood Mac were 
easily the most popuJar propenents of 
this genre, the man who was the 
California way of life was former 
Greenwich Village Stalwart Jackson 
Browne. With his Quaker instant 
oatmeal good-looks and audience as 
friends around the camp-fire perfor-
mance style, Brown' s influence on 
the California scene is immeasurable. 
Certainly, here was a man who was 
not running on empty. 
The Other Press 
Of course while all these radical 
styles were progressing, pop music in 
the Tin Pan Alley mode continued 
along under the careful tutelage of a 
new generation of tunesmiths . Many 
memorable seventies happenings took 
the form of chart-topping hits like 
Tony Orlando and Dawn's brilliant 
social commentary " Tie a Yellow 
Ribbon Round the Old Oak Tree", or 
any of Karen and David Carpenter's 
Kafkaesque outings. 
Other notable pop classics include 
the most McDonald's pre-copa 
Cabana Barry Manilow, Crystal 
Gayle's finest hour on "Don ' t it make 
my Brown Eyes Blue" , the collected 
works of Pablo Cruise and Jimmy 
Buffet and the quintessential pop tune 
Debbie Boone's "You Like Up My 
Life"_ 
Also on the pop front was a brief 
but highly important period dominat-
ed by TV show themes . Not only did 
those fab TV shows keep you glued to 
your television screen, their themes 
could now be heard blasting out at 
you over the AM dials. Thus numbers 
like " Nadia' s Theme" "Welcome 
Back", " Happy Days"', and most 
importantly the theme from SWAT, 
became an integral part of the 1970' s 
radio programming _ 
Two other important moments in 
pop occurred when Helen Reddy 
acknowledged the feminist movement 
with her Grammy Winning " I Am 
Woman" juxtaposed a few brief 
months apart by Paul Anka's smash 
career revitalizer, " You' re Having My 
Baby''_ 
Another swath from the seventies 
sample book had its roots across the 
pond in England. Bored with the 
supposed limitations of heavy metai 
(how a tune like "-You Broke My 
Heart So I Busted Your jaw" can be 
even remotely considered limiting is 
beyond me) , these musical pioneers 
ventured into new and uncharted 
territories of glitter glam rock and 
progressive rock. 
Ignoring obvious followers like 
David Bowie and the New York Dolls, 
let's concentrate on true visionaries 
like Elton John and his million dollare 
eye accessory collection, or the truly 
transcendental experience of witness-
ing Gary Glitter cram an unbelievably 
over-the-hill form into a spandex 
outfit to belt out the classic " Rock 'n' 
Roll (Parts 1 and 2) . 
However, unlike their glitter count-
erparts , the geniuses behind progres-
sive rock wanted to be treated as 
serious musicians . As such bands like 
Yes, Procal Harum and the Roman 
Gods of progressive rock ElP, re-
leased sprawling symphonic works 
that were quickly labelled pompous 
ego trips by most of the rock press . 
What these supposed journalists fail-
ed to realize was that a Keith 
Emerson or a Rick Wakeman were 
stretching the bounds of the known 
musical world with their self-indul-
gences . Besides, in what other fori""' 
of entertainment could a bunch of 
geeks with no musical training com-
pare their keyboard flatulence to 
Bach, Beethoven, or Neil Sedaka? 
No profile of this music lovers' 
decade would of course be complete 
without a serious mention of Disco. 
Truly, the Disco movement (nay 
experience) was the focal point of an 
entire generation . Indeed, the spirit of 
the 1970's could probably be encom-
passed in the simple yet prophetic 
phrase, " Lets Boogie" _ Or is that 
" I' m a Disco Duck" ? Whatever the 
case, once America caught its first 
glimpses of the Hustle and the Bump, 
a love affair was started that would 
take several Bee Gees albums and 
uncountable white polyester three--
peice suits to end . 
It would also take several articles of 
considerably longer length to do 
justice to the religious experience that 
was Disco, let it simply be said that 
life as we know it could not have 
existed if not for the revolutionary 
experience created by the now sadly 
deceased Barry White . Indeed, for 
most musicians there was no question 
that one had to shake some booties to 
survive _ Rod Stewart ever the fad-
follower, was one of the first of the 
rock 'n ' rollers to realize that survival 
in the late seventies meant leaning 
toward Thelma Houston and not 
Howling Wolf (thus Rod begat "Do 
You Think I'm Sexy" )_ Rod's lead was 
followed by a who' s who of music 
superstarts as everyone from the 
Rolling Stones to Dolly Parton climb-
ed aboard the disco gravy train . 
If the stars of the past were 
jumping on the bandwagon, there was 
certainly no reason why older duck-
ling tunes could not be transformed 
into new swan-like masterpieces for a 
hot night of Boogieoogieing _ Witness 
the new life breathed into the stale 
staid classical world by Walter 
Murphy's "A Rising Sun"_ Other 
classics in the disco roll of honours 
include KC and the Sunshine Band's 
" Get Down Tonight", the collected 
works of Donna Summer and Claudja 
Barry's "Boogie Oogie Oogies Oogie 
Dancing Shoes." 
Obviously in this cursory roundup 
I' ve neglected to mention many keen 
and important artists . Sure I could 
have talked about the philosophical 
virtues of the Captain and Tenille's 
" Love Will Keep Us Together" 
versus the Starland Vocal Band's 
" Afternoon Delight". I could have 
also mentioned the highly influential 
career of Peter Frampton's vocal-
guitar effects box, or the fact that 
Kansas and Boston were actually the 
same band ___ one hopes that with the 
passage of time serious critics will 
take up the call and trumpet the 
virtues of this sadly overlooked 
decade. Get Down Tonight! 
The Other Press 
Bonsai tres bon 
Its not supposed to happen this 
way. In fact it' s almost unfair. Re-
viewers are not to fall in love with the 
first band they cover . It ' s an 
by john McDonald 
unwritten rule . Woe betide the unfort-
nate band that just happens to be a 
first time reviewer' s target. The band 
could consist of the surviving mem-
bers of the Beatles, Rolling Stones 
and The Who and it would still 
recieve a critical broadside from the 
virginal rev~wer anxious to establish 
his reputation as ; A . shrewd critical 
observer B. possessor of a large 
repetoire of musical knowledge. I am 
neither. 
Upon hearing the name Uncle 
Bonsai I had thought hmm ... esoteric 
name, must be a punk band or at least 
heavy wave types , so I dutifully gelled 
my hair, put on my dance boots and 
trotted down to the Savoy. I was in for 
a shock, albiet a pleasant one. 
I sure did like this band, a trio out 
of Seattle, who do more with 3 voices 
and a guitar than most bands with a 
score of instruments . They accomplish 
this with complicated 3-part counter-
-tenor-soprano harmonies (is that 
what they call it?). 
Uncle Bonsai consists of Andrew 
Ratashin , Ashley Eichrodt and Arni 
Adler, three Bennington College 
Grads (they claim never to have met 
there) whose socially biting lyrics and 
assured stage presence shows off 
their higher education . 
Their first volley was aimed at the 
lounge lizard/"check the bulge, 
baby" types in a song titled "Stud out 
of Place" and I started to laugh at 
about the 3rd line (I didn' t stop 
chuckling till the first set break) . 
Launching immediately into 
" Suzy" a song about the female 
version of the aforementioned (to be 
fair, I guess) who "knows how much 
he' s worth/ before she knows his 
name. " That set the tone for a 
hilariously satirical series of songs 
where nothing was sacred. 
Where do I start? Penis Envy 
perhaps . A reverse on the Freudian 
theme has Arni and Ashley angelic-
ally singing " If I had a penis/ l 'd still 
be a girl/but I' d make much more 
money/ and conquer the world ." 
There was " I'm the master race [and 
you're not]", " Cheerleaders on 
Drugs", and " Kill the Competition" 
(a love song)' whose names are self-
explanatory . It continues with 
" Visible Pantyline" (need I say 
more) , " Fat Boys" (another love 
song) plus the reggae spoof (I told you 
nothing was sacred) " Day Old 
Whale" a song about a pair of young 
lovers who find a dead whale on the 
beach . This incidently is the only song 
ATTENTION All PEAKIES 
Yes we have done it again . 
The Other Press would like to 
apologize for forgetting to 
credit the story about apart-
heid that we stole from your 
paper without due credit . 
where Ratashin on guitar is ac-
companied by Adler drumming on old 
coffee cans and Eichrodt shaking a jar 
of sesame seeds. Hilarious! 
The group claims to cover most 
musical genres . Along with the last 
mentioned, they do classical, doo-
wop, skat and even a techno-pop 
song. 
Unfortunatly Uncle Bonsai has left 
for a tour of the east coast (lucky east 
coast) but they will be back and I 
would reccommend driving the hun-
dred miles to Seattle (make a day out 
of it) just for a taste of something 
different. Or you could buy their 
album " A lonely Grain of Corn" 
which they assured me is definitely 
available in Vancouver, but I will add 
that this is a group that should be 
seen live before you buy the album, if 
at all possible . Why? Go see them and 
find out! 
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Mr.· Long sings the blues 
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evening f~ voca\lsts wn~n~o sing_e~t 
are verY ~uarter of renditions ~ ~. 
be a is. Her Piece of lv.Y 
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d P\aylng . \ r starte tne Me\on . \ dean c e~ 
but dumP t tne usua d tor tnls 
0 
000 
contrarY 0 und tne soun ...... , side. dore so eve. l . 
commo was tuz.z.Y on\ interruptions 
snow tne usua attending a 
Apart trom dure wnen a great 
must en now was 
one . tne s 
1 \/ .taping, Q c .1.\/ . 
. . eon u-
success. ·t sometlm 
\f\Jatcn for I \1 the watch . 
. \\be wort It WI 
Crawl 
Wonderful ~ 
rna is oui! ~nhd hypnotic . ' 
barefoot e lead · _Dancmg 
Nash in ·~-~~;JhY .. . just l~k~ahst was 
saw once . eo of CSN . Craharn 
Was quite' , ~att, twice (fant c~mcert I 
what I Into" the rnu . asttcf) He 
J arnaican rnean and ha~c ... U k~ow 
know) accent. (rnin a heavy .· 
The G or detail u 
/( . rapes f evm I< o Wrath 
ac ane - v are a -
oustic guit ocafs, e/ . trio, Chris H ar, Torn H ectnc and 
Sept 18 ooper - drurn OOper - bas 
. COW I s. At th s, 
and With a P ayed With e Savoy 
sound wh Punchy crisp confidence 
rnidnight h en the clock :;:.und ... a full 
f?ANCtN~ur ~eop/e dand~ed in the 
acttvity 1 · hat is th . · 
usually g~~led DANcfNd~ strange 
~oorn or a er together i · ~eop/e 
hghts an;oorn With Whirt a dtrn lit 
usually a crarn thern '7g colorful 
,h, dance fie!~~! I space kn~:ves onto 
t e ''da · Note: u n as the 
dance. Th~~ floor" if U ~ust _be on 
contort their the~ rnove and g~mg to 
beat and h bodtes Prefe b~Wtst and 
sic r Ythrn (great ra y to the 
. w thi W~rd) of the 
s fun. 
i~ ~2~,~~En 
ASA. The very name conjures to God . This music is transcendental, 
visions of hairy seagulls trying to a religious experience. This music 
hatch golfballs on top of an erupting trancends the mind ." 
volcano. No? Two songs that particularly impres-
Well then , perhaps the furious sed me: one dedicated to the 'minist-
" Transcendental" rhythm and the er' of iron , that requires the sacrifice 
singing and chanting that is ASA of a dog, and a song for the wedding 
(pronounced 'Ashaw' ) better invokes night that was hypnotic, intoxicating, 
West Africa, the people and their god . and a guaranteed cure for impotence . 
As Kwasi , whose name I spell phonet- 1 came to anthropology class 
ically and hope is not spelled 'Quasi ', " thoroughly wasted," as it were . 
told us : " A long time ago ... man, who A few of us had been dancing for the 
was formed in the image of the last half hour of the concert. I can't 
supreme God, got a little too intelli- help but wonder if the rest of them, 
gent (proud) for his own good , so he eyes wild and limbs pounding uncon-
was not fit to deal with God . So God trollably to some internal drum trio, 
sent ministers to act as intermediar- found it hard to convince their instruc-
ies . But pretty. soon man got too tors that they were drunk on music . 
rotten to deal with the ministers . Mine had been there to hear them. 
(laughter) That' s why we sing and Many warm thanks to Jim Davies and 
have our rituals and music . We need The Humanities Institute and to ASA. 
to appease the ministers to get closer by Neil 
,c.gc •• caacaagoocaaaaaccaaacaaaaaaacaa~aaaaaaoooocaaaacaaaaaaacacaccaaaacacccaaaacaacaaacaaacaccccccaaacaacaac~ 
ic Praise the mollusk * · 
It was midnight when the barefoot the most creative, inventive band I've Mollusk showed similarities to David A man with a large amount of black 
masked man in the robe with a plastic seen in a long time and they' re local! Byrne and Peter Gabriel. "Siugbait" spikes on his head told me "It' s great 
squid dangling from the right sleeve Most of the songs done by Omnisquid asks the profound question "Could to see and hear something positive for 
took the stage. He was accompanied only have titles the lyrics are improv- not the poison used to eradicate pests. a change." Although then~ were some 
by bass , guitar and drums . The ised by the driving force of the band, be worse than the pests themselves?" technical difficulties with the drum 
unmasking revealed a third eye on his P. Mollusk. The versatility of this band shows machine which did its own short but 
forehead and a squid covering the Some of the unique song titles are through in the square dancing, knee sweet solo, it wasn 't a problem 
right side of his face . This synthezizer Spontaneous Human Combustion , slapping tune "Hamburger and Cow- because there were free bananas in 
squid man vocalist proceeded to saY' Cookies by Bill , Break Dancing in a boys ." Omnisquid ' s music gives the basement! If you like to smile and 
" To he who is fortunate enough to Haunted House. Savage Jungle Golf everyone a chance to pause and laugh laugh and are tired of all the mundane 
receive the spirit of the squid . . . " I Course, Squ•d Hunt and Omnislob. in such songs like the love rap to things in life see Omnisquid - The 
could tell this was going to be The music was fun! Witty! Comical! Scooby Doo, which displays an affect- exits are that wayH! 
interesting and it was . Omnisquid is The theatrics and bizarness of P. ion for pastry . by Kirstin 
'caaaaaacaaaaaaacoooooooccacaaaaacaoaaaaaaaaaaaaacaaaaaccccaacaaaaaaaaaaacccccaaacccaaaaacccaacaaaaaacaaccacaaacccccca 
"Art requires the ultimate sacrifice''--------------· 
·.--==-===-===-=========-.:.-=::::.-::~~;~~:::-~:n~~;-- . 1' l 
1 · h v ncouver Play- nocence , . L wry involved w1th I l • 
:II On Sept . 2} ·~ ~5/~6 Red Series sequently ge~tmgG~briel (Joelle Rabu} II \ : 
l I house op~nhe ,J· \ el Mercer' s first an ex-lover , an and I : 
I Season Wit IC . a ho happens to be a vamp I l : 
;\ I play , Goodnight Disgrace . doesn 't do Lowry any good . k I I : 
:\ II by Kirstin Shaw and Paul Pilon Aiken is strong meLntally ~su\~~~g I \ ; 
:\. . h sically whereas owry h . I l . 
·l I , . httul and movmg stage- p y . II and weak mentally . T elr I l 
:: I I An 2:~night Disgrace portrays the ~~y~~:hi~ is full of love , hate , joy~ , I \ 
:\ I pay! I ve between Malcolm Lowry ne s pride jealousies and sacn- I I ~~ I ~~;~c ~alder) and Conra~heA;~~ f~;;~~ Aiken ' s 'strong lov~ fo~rl~~;~ \ \
1 n \ ~~~:z:b~a~f:r~~~ 0~~a~~nships of ~~!~~f:: ~~~r~Je ~~~e;~s (~abrielle I 1 
:I I the 20th century · 1 Rose) b t 't I l 
:I I Taking the form of a memoh ~ ay , Thi~ play has tense moment~ ut I II 
·I I ld I Aiken draws strengt rom f ones as well. T e wo I q \ ~~c:lli~~ \he c~~~~e~.~~;~~~~:/:~ ~~~ra~t~~i' whicn. d~:trf: t~~~~di~~~f I 
: I I existence pose o I ' from the con IC (J Mayhew) I 
: I 1 hs are The Nurse une . . I 
: \ \ a ~~~ · 28 year relationship between !h~ feeds Aiken tadpioNk~~?~ma~i~ I 
: I' I Aken and Lowry star~s out as d th rest home an ) II 
: I t~acher-student .relatlonshlfprie~ds f ·~nd Ed Surra (Richard Ne~man d I 
: \ I 'dl develops Into best ' r+he set is simple, a few ch~lrS an a I 
: l I raalmplosi fath. er and son . d h'ls l'lterary bl but with clips of musiC sue~ as I 
: I I n ta e , . . , and "mood pro(eet- I 
: \ \ ge~~~ry i~s e~~d~0~~ltw~~h i:ve~~~ ;~~~e~~~~:;:r fa~\· , is 1q~ite enough \ I I dependency oh~ death ( art requires for the context o t IS p a . th e is a \ I ually causes IS . . 's father In Goodnight Disgrace . er h d I 
I the ultimate sacnflce) : Lo;~aro) an natural order of things and m t e en I 
I \ Arthur Lowry (Barne . uard- Aiken has the toilet seat. tro~hY : t I 
I uptight business man, glvfs L~wry's G dnight Disgrace IS p aymg a 
\ ship to Aiken because o the Queen Elizabeth. Playho1u~\~!g~;~ 
I drinking problem . L wry but at the ly, except Sundays tll\~r at VTC -
I Aiken nurtures o . . · b $11 00 and are ava1 a e b 
. protects his position . y ~4444 or at the playhouse ox 
I same t1me ·1n wh1ch 280 · t for stu· 
man·1pulating Lowry. A way · ff' - 873-3311 . D1scoun s I h' from Lowry o ICe . I Aiken takes somet mg , ·n- dents and sen1ors . 
I hich he doesn' t have Lowry s I ---------------------------------· . w --------------- ... ....................... . 
_:__L--------:--picture: seated is Conrad Aiken with Malcolm Lowry 
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Playing with my~elf 
The last time I saw a one man band 
was on Granville street last spring. 
He was wearing close to 80 pounds of 
equipment which overflowed into a 
by Dave Watson 
Supervalu cart. He was probably safe 
trom any weapon with a calibre of less 
than 105mm. 
Now technology has made the life 
of a solo entertainer much simpler, or 
at least lightened his load. The 
pioneer in this modern field is 
McRorie, currently performing at a 
variety of bars and clubs throughout 
this great province of ours . 
Originally McRorie belonged to a 
five piece band as drummer (he has 
20 years of percussion experience), 
but the recession resulted in a de-
crease to duo-ality. Around the be-
ginning of August McRorie got left on 
his owri . 
Rather than get depressed about 
the breakup of the popular duo he had 
belonged to he strapped on two 
Yamaha keyboard svnths and modi-
* 
* 
* 
fied several Simmons drum sensors so 
that his right foot controls the bass 
and snare while his left foot sets off 
the cymbals . Since he' s a percussion-
ist he arranged four mini Simmons 
drums on his chest for solos. 
Although he uses modern elec-
tronics to perform the 120 plus songs 
in his repetoire (including Satis-
faction, Bang a Gong, Stray Cat Strut 
and his own modification of Cocaine, 
which he says is his most popular 
tune in Whistler) everything is live. 
The guitar comes from his right side 
synth, rhythm from the left. A 
headset microphone completes the 
equipment . He even controls the 
lighting board with some carefully 
placed floor switches. 
When onstage McRorie looks like 
one of those gamblers who wire 
themselves up with computers to beat 
the system. Offstage he wolfs down 
nine grain granola and gulps water. 
To keep in shape he lifts weights and 
runs five miles a day. "You have to 
have endurance to do this every 
night ." 
p_ J' ~ Ill 
<}' ~ Jj ~.t 
* 
* 
* 
* 
* 
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Get Elected! 
The Other Publications Society is 
now accepting nominations for their 
Board Of Directors. ' 
Nominations close on Wednesday, 
October 16 and eligible candidates 
are any person who has signed the 
register of members of the Society. 
Two positions are open exclusively 
to members of The Other Press 
newspaper, while the remaining two 
positions are open to any member of 
the Society. 
All nomination forms must be 
signed by at least five (5) members, in 
good standing, of The Other Public-
ations Society. To check for eligibility, 
see the Society business manager in 
room 1602 of the New Westminster 
campus. 
Elections will be held on October 18 
and 19 at both Douglas Coliege 
campuses, and notice of winners will 
be made in the subsequent issue of the 
student newspaper. 
Elected representatives will be re-
sponsible for overseeing the budget of 
the Society, and nominating their own 
chairperson. 
The Board of Directors usually 
meets twice per month during the 
spring and fall semesters, and once 
per month during the summer. 
Nominate someone today! 
Classifieds ... 
ESl EXPO Student Placement Notice 
B.A. (hon .) Major in English with ESL Representatives from the Canadian 
experience is available for tutoring, Pacific Pavilion for EXPO will be at 
Tues . and Fri . Fee: $10/ hr ., $6/ half the College Friday, October 18th 
hr. canvassing for staff. 
Call Lynda Toews 522-4379 There will be a one hour presentation 
Typing Queen's Park Area and question and answer period in 
20 years experience Room 2203, at 12:00 noon . 
Resumes, reports , letters Following the presentation the repre-
524-1436 sentatives will be Interviewing inter-
Reg. Family Daycare ested students individually . 
2yr . and up 6:00a.m. -6:00p.m. If you are interested, bring a resume 
New Westminster and sign-up for an interview after the 
Lee 526-2317 presentation . 
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Gourmet Grewbers (Burgers!!) 
Pasta,Salads & Sandwiches 
"DANGEROUS DAN GUARANTEES 
GREWMONGUS CONCOCTIONS" 
"HAPPY APPY HOUR" 3-5 p.m. & After 1o p.m. 
555 6th St. , In The Westminster Mall 
I! 
I, 
Cut 
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( Salads Z Pasta 
Kabobs 
Melts 
Spinach 
Sala.._ds 
..,AJ 
NOW OPEN 64-Bth St., NEW WEST. 
Monday-Thursdays . 11 am-12 PM Saturday . . . .. . . .... Noon-2 .AM 
Friday . ............ 11 am-2 AM Sunday .. .. . . ... . . Noon-11 PM 
Burnaby- 6743 Kingsway / / Kitsilano- 2043 W. 4th 
1 
I 
GRAND OPENING SPECIALS. 
r- --------- - --------- - - -- - - - --- - - ""r- -------------- -~ 
I 
BY THE STATION ... BY THE STATION .. . 
With Any Appetizer MUCHO NACHOS 1 
BUY ONE BOGGLE BURGER At Regular Price FQ~ 2 · 
G T Get Another Appetizer for 
1 
E 1 FREE $1.49 $2.99 Da1 v 2:Ju - s:3o p.m . • Ex pires Oc t. 31, 1985 Expires ocf. 31, 1985 
VALID SUNDAY· THURSDAY [Excludes South Of [)e Border ) VALI D SUNDAY· THURSDAY ~ 
AT 84-ITH ST., NEW WEST. ONLY VALI D ANY DAY THROUGH OCT. 3 1, I IIJ~ AT M-ITH ST .• NEW WEST. ONLY ' 
~ - - - - - - -- - - - - - • '. - _ • .._~_:err~, ~E~ ~~s:· ~N':: -~ - - - - - --- - - - - - -I 
BY THE STATION ... g I, 
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